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CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH FINDINGS 

This chapter presents data presentation and findings of the research 

through some steps as mentioned in the data analysis. As mentioned in research 

problems that this study is attempted to find out how the learning gallery lesson 

plan, how learning gallery is implemented, and how is the learning gallery 

evaluate in teaching Cross Culture Understanding at third semester of IAIN 

Tulungagung 2016.  

A. Data Presentation of learning gallery 
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The data presentation above is taken from interview and Document. That data 

explained that applying Learning Gallery in teaching cross cultural 

understanding has three stages; they are:  

Planning, in the planning the class of cross cultural understanding the 

lecturer set the objective of the course, teaching and learning activities, 

meeting schedule and assessment of the course. 

Implementing, the implementing here is the lecturer implement learning 

gallery as model of teaching and learning. In learning gallery there are three 

steps that should be followed. There are: In-group discussion, Expert-group 

discussion and Home-group confirmation. 

Evaluating, the evaluation of this cross cultural understanding done in two 

kinds of test. There are self-test and teacher-test.  

B. Data Findings 

1. Lecturer’s Plan before implementing learning gallery. 

In this study, planning is a preparation which is conducted by 

lecturer before implementing learning gallery in the process of teaching 

learning cross cultural understanding. It is done in order to make the 

process of teaching learning run well. In this case, the lecturer sharing 

course outline as preparation that contains of some discussions as follows, 

they are: 

a. Objective of The Course 

Objective of the course discus about the purpose of learning 

cross cultural understanding as the course of the students learned. The 
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objective of the cross cultural understanding course is the students are 

able to comprehend cross cultural understanding by defining the main 

concept of Cross Cultural Understanding (CCU) and the related terms 

which build CCU, comprehending culture shock, and mentioning the 

stages of culture shock, American daily life consisting of American 

food, table manner, freedom from dirt, driving, hazards, drugs, 

medical care, and homeless and being able to compare between 

Indonesian and American daily life in some certain mentioned cases.  

Related with the objective of the cross culture understanding, 

the function of learning gallery for the objective of the course is the 

students are able to comprehend culture of English speaking countries. 

Because the culture of English speaking countries is so very wide, the 

lecturer should apply technique of teaching that able to cover all the 

material with limited time. Furthermore, this Learning gallery is  a 

technique that can make student getting involved actively. The 

students will totally participate in the learning process.  The form 

objective of the cross cultural understanding can be seen in appendix 

3. 

b. Teaching and Learning Activities 

In this case, the lecturer arranges some activities in teaching 

and learning cross cultural understanding process. Teaching learning 

activities in cross cultural understanding course divided into two 
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activities, they are: lecturing and Students presentation by 

implementing learning gallery.  

Lecturing is lecturer activities to give some materials to the 

students. In this case, the lecturer gives the material of American 

culture showing to the students in the form of power point then helped 

by LCD Projector. This activity is same as other courses. When the 

lecturer shows the material while explaining, the students while write 

as their understanding. Moreover, the students are required to read the 

materials in advance so that they will be prepared classroom activities. 

After explaining the materials, the teacher invites the students to have 

discussion by means of addressing the students several questions 

related to the materials explained. The discussion which is done either 

in group or in class orally and in written is intended to check the 

students understanding on the materials being learnt. 

Lecturing is intended to help the students understand the 

conceptual idea of Cross Cultural Understanding (CCU) and the 

related terms which build CCU, comprehending culture shock, and 

mentioning the stages of culture shock, American daily life consisting 

of American food, table manner, freedom from dirt, driving, hazards, 

drugs, medical care, and homeless and being able to compare between 

Indonesian and American daily life in some certain mentioned cases. 

Then lecturing also help the students in doing the second activity that 

is Students presentation by implementing learning gallery. Because 
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this lecturing teaching gives background knowledge before students 

learn culture further.  

Students’ presentation by implementing learning gallery is 

the second’s activities in teaching and learning cross cultural 

understanding course. The students are assigned to present some 

topics related to cross cultural understanding which are provided by 

the teachers. This students presentation by implementing learning 

gallery is intended to see further on the students’ understanding and to 

give an experience of comprehending further on cross cultural 

understanding. 

The implementation of learning gallery has three Steps that 

should be followed. They are: step1 (In-group comprehension), step2 

(expert-group discussion), and step3 (home-group confirmation). 

Event steps of doing learning gallery there are three, the lecturer 

provide four meeting because sometimes, in doing step2 that is expert-

group discussion the students need two meeting, because they have 

many topic that should be share of each representative in a group.  

Then, the further information of teaching and learning activities can 

be seen in appendix 3. 

c. Meeting Schedule 

Meeting schedule is the schedule for the lecturer and students 

in learning cross cultural understanding course during one semester. 

Meeting schedule of this course is divided into two big seasons. In the 
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first half that is first meeting up to seventh meeting is time for 

lecturing, then the second half is the students’ presentation by 

implementing learning gallery.  

The lecturer divided into two seasons in the meeting of the 

cross cultural understanding course is for giving background 

knowledge about the culture of English speaking countries, what the 

material should be learnt related culture. These English speaking 

countries taken America, British, and Australia. The, in giving 

example learn about culture, the lecturer use America. The lecturer 

takes America because these countries has related each other, so, 

when the lecture has giving knowledge about culture of America, the 

students will be easy in learning the rest culture of two countries, also 

the students will able to divide what part of culture that they want to 

learn. Then, activities of teaching learning by implementing learning 

gallery will be easier to do. The arrangement of meeting schedule can 

be seen in appendix 3.  

d. Assessment 

Assessment is available in the course outline in order to know 

the students’ progress in learning cross cultural understanding by 

implementing learning gallery. The lecturer applies two kinds of 

assessment according to students’ agreement, is called self-assessment 

and teacher assessment.  
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In doing Self-assessment the lecturer offered to the students to 

decide what kinds of test that they want to do. The lecturer gives 

choices between multiple test, short answer test, and True False test. 

Then the second test that is teacher test is apply after self-test in the 

same kinds of. The explanation of assessment arrangement of cross 

cultural understanding course can be seen in appendix 3.  

2. Implementing learning gallery 

There are several steps in implementing learning gallery in the 

process of teaching learning cross cultural understanding course. They are 

as follows:  

a) Step 1 (In-group comprehension) 

The first activities in step 1, the lecturer remain the students to 

sit down in their groups. This group has been created in the first 

meeting. In the process of creating group, the lecturer asked students 

to divide them into several groups based on the number of topics 

discussed +1. and the group and each group work with a certain topic 

as a group as being discuss by all students, because learning culture is 

considered very wide, the lecturer invite the students to make an 

agreement on what part of a culture that they want to learn, then, The 

students make a “lottery” written on each piece of papers the name of 

the topic, so whoever getting the same topic will in one group, this is 

the member of the group division is really at random. 
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The lecturer appoints one member of the groups as the leader 

because in one group the students will have a lot of things to do; they 

have many things to do as individual work done in one group. So the 

lecturer needs to appoint one member as a leader, because if there is 

no any leader the students will keep working individually. The 

student’s response being leader is nobody rejected. The lecturer 

already emphasized from the very beginning that actually works 

individually, but it is done in group.  It seems that the job or the 

assignment is hard to do, but because they do it in a group so 

everything is not difficult. So, they need a leader just to control what 

is going in each group.  

Then, the lecturer asked the students to give their name groups 

using names of country; this is to attract the students they are in the 

international conference. Since, the culture that they are discussing is 

about the culture of some countries in this world especially the 

countries of the superpower, thus invite the students, to be seemingly 

in an international conference, So when they go to other group, they 

feel that they visit to other countries, this is just the lecturer way to 

attract the students giving more involve in this discussion. 

Each group is responsible for one topic and one topic here is 

divided into several sub-topics, and the member of each member of 

each group is responsible to learn about each sub-topic. After students 

learn about each sub-topic then, she/he shared to other member of 
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her/his group and then they will combine the information from one 

member to other member of the group to create a whole 

comprehension of one topic (group summary). Then, the lecturer joins 

with them in group to guide them during the discussion in a group. In 

the end of in-group discussion, the lecturer asks them to make PPT to 

help them in easy way to share for other group. And the lecturer asks 

the copied of PPT to know what the students have learnt. To know 

further how the implementation of steps 1 in cross cultural 

understanding course can be seen in appendix 2 and 4. 

Implementing step 1 is possible need more than once; it is 

because the lecturer had to make sure that the topic that they discuss 

in one group should be clear, that should not be any misunderstanding. 

The lecturer also said that it depend on the students competence in 

understanding their own topic. If any group did not make sure their 

understanding with their topic, the lecturer will not invite the students 

to have the second’s step that is expert discussion. The lecturer will 

ask them to skip in group discussion just for make sure every people 

understand.  

Then the last activity in step one is the lecturer Guide the 

student to have confirmation. The lecturer guide them coming to real 

understanding on the sub-topic that they have to discuss, next the 

lecturer also make sure that each students was able to share with other, 

then the lecturer make sure that the leader of each group make sure 
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that everybody was able to unite to combine the comprehension an 

understanding of each sub topic, so, that each member of the group / 

all member of one group understand a whole topic to be discuss in that 

group. Because everybody was aware that later they had to share to 

other group concerning with the topic of that group. Furthermore one 

topic comprehension gathering phase in which those students staying 

in one group tell what they have learned and gather all information of 

all topic. The lecture ensures that is students become an expert of the 

topic in the group and is able to share to other students.  

b) Expert-group discussion  

The second step in implementing learning gallery is expert-

group. In this activities, the leader of the group appointed who will be 

representative going to other group and who should stay in their own 

group to be the host, welcoming the representative from other groups. 

When the students already meet other expert in one group, the host of 

the groups invited each representative from each group to present 

what they have already understand about the topic that they have to 

discuss. So, everybody have certain time to share, and they would 

imagine that they were now in an international conference, since they 

would visit the other countries. In case, when each representative 

share their topic, he/she should give chance to other audience to 

addresser question concerning with the topic. If there were some 

questions that are difficult to be answer by the representative, thus, 
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this is the lecturer chance to help them. Actually, each student 

received the same information about the entire topic that discuss in 

that class. But, the lecturer also said in case one with other students 

has different information on certain topic when they get back to their 

own group, they can do some confirmation discussing. The lecturer 

suggests the student while listens the explanation they can take note if 

it is necessary. It is because later the representative of each group 

when they get back to their own group, they have to share with other. 

In the process of sharing the topic that the students have 

understood, the lecturer expected the students to speak, discuss, and 

share anything in English. But if the students got some difficulties 

expression the idea in English, the lecturer skips the discussion and 

not to get stuck, the lecturer allowed the students for sometimes use 

Bahasa Indonesia. This case, the lecturer wants the students to trainee 

themselves to speak in English. In the process of controlling expert 

group-discussion, the lecturer  gives point (+) to the students who are 

active in doing the discussion in group. 

The lecturer made sure that this expert discussion can good run 

well by moving from one group to other group. The lecturer joined 

with the group. The lecturer controlled what was happening in the 

expert-discussion. The lecturer always confirms the information that 

students said to avoid miscommunication. Then, the lecturer reminds 

the students to be discipline, because, expert discussion cannot run if 
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the students do not discipline. The lecturer reminds them that expert 

group is individual task done in group. If this expert-discussion has 

been run well, the lecturer asked the students to get back to their first 

group, and then share what they got from expert-group discussion. 

When the expert-group discussion cannot run well, the lecturer asks 

them to get back in group discussion. The lecturer will not invite 

students to have expert group-discussion after they have already to do. 

The implementation of expert group discussion in cross cultural 

understanding course can be seen in appendix 4. 

c) Home-group confirmation 

In this home confirmation, the lecturer asked all member of all 

group whether they are already finish each topic or not. If they talked 

that already over clearly, then the lecturer invite the students just get 

back to their own group. The lecturer asks students to return to their 

own group and sharing what they got from other groups. In this phase 

both the representative and the host should have obtained information 

related to all topics discussed. The lecturer asked the students to tell 

what the students got from the other country. The lecturer asked the 

students to share their hand wrote. Because the hand wrote is example 

in the form of knowledge the students could get from the other 

representative.  

In the end of this step, usually the lecturer attracts the students 

for asking some question. Because sometimes usually the students as 
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the lecturer feel they have a question, but the lecturer look at their face 

expression. They have a question that could not express. So, the 

lecturer made sure that they have already learnt. The lecturer addresser 

some questions, on the basis the written power point that has been 

given by the students in the end of doing steps 1. If any students could 

not answer it seems that the lecturer needs to make sure, maybe by re-

explain the topic. The way to explain on the first, the lecturer asked 

the group responsible with the topic to re-explain to the class. And if 

the group could not explain well so the lecturer will help them on 

behalf the group. Thus the students feel that the lecturer was also the 

partner of the group. The implementation of this step in cross cultural 

understanding can be seen in appendix 4.  

The lecturer said that by using learning gallery model of 

teaching and learning the students would not sit only in their own sit. 

The students can make some movement in doing teaching and 

learning activities, because the students can move from one group to 

other group. This is at the same time, they do some like ice break, can 

release them from Borden soon, if with system only by using 

lecturing, the students only will sitting on their own sit. It will 

sometimes easy for students to get bored, easily get sleepy, by using 

learning gallery model, the students can move from one place to other 

places. And the students told the lecturer in the end of class that by 

using this learning gallery model, they feel free to express because 
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they think that they are talking with their own classmate that they 

consider having the same background knowledge about culture. So it 

seems that they did not have any constrainer, any problem concerning 

with this learning cross cultural understanding.  

3. Test conducted after implementing learning gallery 

Test in this study is another way of making sure that the students 

have already learnt by using learning gallery. Then another way is the 

lecturer asked each student to develop a question on the basis of all topics 

they have learnt. In conducting test, the lecturer and students make 

agreement deal with type of the questions that they will use. The lecturer 

said that the type of question should be the same. In order that everybody 

will be treated in the same way or manner, thus the lecturer asked the 

students to make objective test in the form of they can make true false 

questions, multiple choice questions, or short answer. The lecturer leads 

the students to select which type of everyone think easiest to do. Most of 

students select true false questions. The number of questions also is the 

same so that the score will be the same, the way to score also the same. So, 

this is fair the way of scoring after implementing learning gallery.   

There are two types of tests that are implemented after teaching 

learning by using learning gallery. They are: Self-test and teacher test. 

Self-test is a test developed by the students itself. They give score by 

themselves, and then record their score by themselves. In doing this self-

test in order to avoid from having a lot of cheating, the lecturer asked to 
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the students to develop the test at home, and then in the classroom the 

lecturer took the entire question and distributed the question to everybody 

that the lecturer wanted. The students do not know to whom the question 

will be given, and they do not know whose question that will be done by 

the students, so everything concerning with distributing the question is 

done at random in a class by the lecturer. The lecturer also reminds 

students “try to be honest”. Don’t disturb your friends, just disturb me. 

After finishing self-test, the lecturer conducted test that has the same 

types as self-test. This test is called teacher test because this test developed 

by the lecturer on the basis students power-point that has been given by the 

students in the end of doing step 1.  The lecturer gives 25 minutes to the 

students to do both of these tests.  The implementation of this teacher test, 

the lecturer asked students to have U classroom. So, all the students can be 

controlled by the lecturer.  

Finally, if everything had been over, the test also was conducted. 

The score has been reported to the lecturer. Then, the lecturer talked to the 

students that we did learnt several topics concerning with one country. 

Further, the lecturer invited the students to do the same thing but the topic 

will be taken from different country. So, the students have 2 big round of 

doing learning gallery discussing about culture of different country.  The 

further information about self-test can be seen in appendix 2 and 4.  

 


